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ABSTRACT
Managing of multiple specialty trades working on a large number of interdependent
tasks in complex construction projects can be challenging. There are various types of
uncertainty associated with construction processes such as prerequisite work, weather,
material and labor availability. One of the key uncertainty sources which have not
been gained much attention is the specialty trades’ (sub-contractors’) interference in
the construction jobsite during the project. Although the importance of controlling the
trades’ interference is acknowledged by the construction managers, applicable
methods to visualize and analyze them numerically are limited. This paper uses social
network analysis (SNA) to examine how the existing interference potential among the
specialty trades is related to their work plan reliability (WPR) over the course of the
project. It evaluates the consistency between the trades’ WPR and the project network
characteristics. A 28-week case study involving 43 specialty trades constructing of a
single level, $50 million, 14,000 square meter data center was conducted. Primary
results show that there is a moderate correlation between the plan percent complete
(PPC) and centrality ratio and network density. The findings of this research can help
project managers in managing the probable interferences among the working
specialty trades and improving their WPR.
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INTRODUCTION
In the complex environment of construction projects, where there exist series of
interdependent tasks and large number of internal and external uncertainties, one
challenge to project managers is how to deal with scheduling and sequencing the
large number of trades involved (Tavistock, 1966; Pryke, 2012; Wambeke, Liu and
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Hsiang, 2012). Trades usually have to share the limited working space during
construction to perform their tasks. When two or more trades work in the same
working area at the same time, they could be influenced by each other due to
inadequate working spaces or work area access, overcrowded jobsite, prerequisite
work, availability of labors, equipment or materials, safety hazards, etc. Without
appropriate coordination and cooperation, depending on the level of complexity,
productivity can be affected and project completion can be delayed. (Gou, 2002;
Thomas, Riley and Sinha, 2006).
There are some project scheduling approaches that can help in identifying and
preventing the interference among the trades. For instance, “location-based
management system”, which focuses on the project locations to maintain a continuous
resource flow throughout the project, considers space availability, and any conflict
between trades (Seppänen, 2009). Another example is “Takt Time Planning”
approach. It breaks down the project into locations (zones) and sets the rate at which
each zone is completed and thereby balances the workflow. In this approach, trades
know their working zone and their spot in the trade sequence at any time, so the
chance of conflict/interference, due to working in the same spot at the same time, is
minimized (Frandson, Berghede and Tommelein, 2013). These approaches prevent
clashes among the trades by not allowing the trades to work on the same working spot
at the same time and put them in a sequence. However, even though the direct
interferences are prevented, there are many situations in large complex construction
project that there is a chance of work interruptions between site operations when
trades work parallel in the same location (not exactly in the same spot). For example,
it is common in large construction project that mechanical and electrical trades
perform their task in the same location (like same hall, or floor) at the same time, but
different spots (like different room walls). This causes some work difficulties
including overcrowded location, inadequate working area access, or distraction,
which increase the potential of conflict/interference between the trades.
Specialty trades and their spatial relationships in a construction project can be
perceived as a social network and can be investigated via social network analysis
(SNA). SNA, introduced by Moreno (1960), has been known as a methodology to
determine the conditions of social structures by investigating the interferences,
relations and interrelationships of a set of actors (De Nooy, Mrvar and Batagelj,
2005). Understanding the underlying social network of trades can help
superintendents to manage the project and maintain the schedule successfully;
however, achieving this skill takes years of experience and few superintendents could
articulate it (Wambeke, Liu and Hsiang, 2012; 2014).
Although the performance of a construction trade is highly dependent on its
spatial relationships with other trades, the importance of the participants, coordination
among them and their spatial relationship have not been fully appreciated. Most of the
social network studies conducted in the project management research has identified
the social network based on communication and information flow among the project
teams (for example see Chinowski, Diekmann and Galotti, 2008). In this paper, we
examine the underlying jobsite social networks of construction sites from an
analytical view. We first investigate how jobsite social networks, representing
interference potentials among the trades, are created and modified over the course of
a project. We then identify the impact of network characteristics on the trades’ work
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plan reliability (WPR) by exploring the relationship between the plan percent
complete (PPC) and social network density (project level) and centrality (trade level).

SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS IN CONSTRUCTION
A social network refers to a pattern of ties that exist among different entities (nodes)
such as countries, states, organizations, etc. (Wambeke, Liu and Hsiang, 2012). While
classic social network research has concentrated on sociological networks, it has been
applied to many research fields (such as aerospace equipment, automotive bodies, and
computer and office equipment) with the goal of investigating various relationships
among organizations and individuals (Park et al., 2011).
SNA has become important within the engineering and construction field recently
due to significant attention to some concepts such as trust and communication
between project participants (Chinowski, Diekmann and Galotti, 2008). Wambeke,
Liu and Hsiang (2012) believed that an underlying social network of trades exists in a
construction project and its recognition can contribute to project success. However,
there has been limited research using social networks in the construction projects and
most of them focused on the information exchange/communication. For instance,
Thorpe and Meade (2001) studied study push/pull communication patterns via SNA.
Chinowski, Diekmann and Galotti (2008), using SNA, modelled the information
passed through the team members to reduce the uncertainty during construction. Park
et al. (2011) investigated the formation and impact of construction firms’
collaborative networks for performing international projects, using an SNA approach.
Dogan et al. (2013) attempted to assess the coordination performance of a
construction project based on the centrality measures of e-mail communication
network.
Research pertaining to the jobsite spatial social network, where actors are
specialty trades of the project and two trades are connected to each other in the
network if they physically work in the same location(s) at the same time, is very
limited. Wambeke, Liu and Hsiang (2012) outlined a procedure to identify the
organizational social network of construction trades and determine its key members.
Wambeke, Liu and Hsiang (2014) implemented a variation analysis in the associated
social network of trades to create a decision making system. Abbasian-Hosseini et al.
(2014) proposed a social network-based data envelopment analysis (DEA)
benchmarking procedure (SDBP), which combines DEA (assessing the relative
efficiency of DM units) and SNA to identify the benchmarks for the inefficient
specialty trades. The previous research pertaining to the jobsite social network
provided decision making tools to show the usefulness of the SNA application, but
according to our knowledge, the relationship between the network characteristics and
the PPC ratio of the trades has not been studied.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
CASE STUDY
A general contractor (GC) overseeing 43 subcontractors, also referred to as trades,
involved with the construction of a 14,000 square meter data center participated in the
case study. A GC with several subcontractors was chosen for the study because the
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research is focused at the jobsite social network that exists among the various trades,
thus there was a desire for a study a project with more than just a few subcontractors.
The $50M project entailed the build-out of an existing warehouse building into a data
center and white space computer labs. Construction ran from February through
September 2010 and the project was studied from the beginning of March through
completion at the end of September. There were nearly 1200 tasks performed by the
43 various trades working on the data center during the course of this 28-week study.

DEVELOPING NETWORKS
A social network generally consists of a set of vertices and ties between them. In this
research, the specialty trades are defined as the vertices and the ties among them
represent the interference potentials among them in the jobsite. A jobsite social
network was built for each of the 28 weeks (Totally 28 networks). The project was
divided into 5 main working areas: “Site work Area”, “Lab Area”, “Data Center
Area”, “Administrative Area”, and “Exterior Skin & Roof Area”. Any tie connecting
two trades in a weekly jobsite social network shows they were working in the same
area in that week. We believe that the influence a trade has on another (sending
influence) is not as the same as the influence it gets from that (receiving influence).
Thus, we used directed reciprocal lines to establish the jobsite social networks.
Twenty eight networks representing the 28 weeks of the project were developed. For
instance, the social network depicted in Figure 1 shows the interference potentials of
the specialty trades in 16th week of the project (Week 16). As can be seen, 17
specialty trades were active during Week 16, that is, they performed tasks in that
period of time (23 were inactive, can be seen in the figure caption). The existing ties
among the trades indicate that they worked in the same area. The weights of a tie
between each two trades are the number of tasks each of them performed in that week,
and it actually indicates the influence they sent to each other in that period of time.
For example, the weights of 6 and 1 for the tie between the “Fire Protection” and
“Painting” trades show that the “Fire Protection” and “Painting” trades performed 6
and 1 tasks respectively in the same area in the Week 16.
It should be noted the tasks performed by various trades may not be equal (there
may be different equipment, labors and materials). However, we assumed all the tasks
to have the same magnitude of influence in this research, because, the trades in our
case project had been asked to breakdown their tasks to the activities with the
maximum duration of 1 week and the maximum cost of $10,000. These
boundaries/scopes in defining the tasks lighten (if does not eliminate) the inequality
impacts of the trades’ operation.

MEASURE NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS
Centrality: “Centrality” measures the relative importance of the vertices within a
network. There are various ways to measure the centrality such as degree,
betweenness and closeness centralities (De Nooy, Mrvar and Batagelj, 2005). In this
paper, we examine the impact of trades on each other, so we used Weighted In-degree
Centrality to measure the receiving influences by each trade. Degree centrality of a
trade is simply the number of its ties (representing interference potential frequency);
in-degree centrality is the number of its incoming (receiving) ties; and so the
Weighted In-degree Centrality is the summation of the weight of its incoming ties
(interference potential severity). It actually indicates how much influence a trade
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receives from its neighbors. The more centrality ratio obtained for a trade indicates
that there were more tasks have been done by its neighbors in that period of time. For
each of the 28 weeks of the project, centrality analysis was conducted and the
centrality ratio was calculated for each trade in each week (overall 28 measurements
for each trade).

Figure 1: Jobsite Social network of the specialty trades – Week 16
Network Density: The network complexity can be represented by the network density.
Network density simply shows how congested a network is. The “network weighted
density”, was calculated for each of the 28 networks, is the ratio of the sum of the
weights of ties versus the maximum possible ties in the network (Liu, Wong and
Chua, 2009).

MEASURE PPC
PPC evaluates the difference between what a specialty trade has planned to do and
what actually gets done. PPC ratio for each trade in each week was calculated as
follows:
# tasks 100% completed
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 (𝑃𝑃𝐶) =
(1)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS AND PPC
Correlation analysis was done to evaluate the consistency between 1) Weighted Indegree Centrality and the PPC of the trades (trade level), and 2) Density of the
networks and Average weekly PPC of the project (project level).
We used the Kendalls’ Tau correlation, which assesses the relationship between
any two ordinal variables to see if they are concordant or discordant. Two pairs of
rank (xi, yi) and (xj, yj) are concordant if (xi – xj)(yi – yj) > 0, and discordant if (xi –
xj)(yi – yj) < 0. Conceptually, Kendall's Tau coefficient is designed to assess the
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proportion of discrepancy between concordant pairs and discordant pairs, which can
be expressed by (Kendall and Gibbons, 1990):
𝑛𝑐 − 𝑛𝑑
𝐾𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝜏 =
(2)
𝑛 (𝑛 − 1)
2
Considering n size of the sample, the total number of possible pairings of x with y
observations is n(n-1)/2. nc and nd are the number of concordant (ordered in the same
way) and discordant (ordered differently) pairs respectively.

RESULTS
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CENTRALITY AND PPC (TRADE LEVEL)
Table 1 summarizes the results for the analysis conducted to find the relationship
between the trade’s centrality and PPC. The analysis was conducted on those trades
attended more than 10 weeks (out of 28 weeks) of the project. The number of weeks
attended and the total number of tasks are shown in Columns 2 and 3 respectively.
Columns 4 and 5 present the average of measured centrality and the average of
measured variation. The Kendall Tau coefficient in the last column indicates the
consistency between the measured Centrality and PPC for each of the trades. Kendall
Tau coefficient can be between 1 and -1. The more positive value shows the more
perfect positive correlation and vice versa. As can be seen, the coefficient is negative
for almost all the trades. We had expected to not to have a perfect correlation here (i.e.
τ close to -1), since this research only consider the uncertainties receiving from the
trades’ interference. It can be inferred that there is a partial negative correlation
between the measured centrality and PPC. In other words, the more centrality (i.e.,
the more interference potential) a trade has would generally cause the lower ratio of
PPC.
Table 1: Summary of analysis: Relationship between Centrality and PPC
# weeks
attende
d
Ceiling Tile (A)
Inspections (B)
Drywall (C)
Mechanical (D)
Fire Protection (E)
Flooring-Finishing
(F)
Wall Finishing
(G)
Electrical (H)
Roofing (I)
Concrete (J)
Controls (K)
Fiber Installation (L)
Painting (M)
Steel Fabricator (N)

12
21
23
27
18
11
10
27
11
17
14
16
19
17

Total # Average Weighted
tasks
In-Degree
Centrality
33
57
132
235
44
21
22
200
22
51
32
35
77
73

0.27
0.51
0.60
0.85
0.39
0.20
0.24
0.80
0.15
0.39
0.30
0.27
0.48
0.27

Average
PPC Ratio

Kendall Tau
Coefficient

70%
72%
76%
77%
80%
71%
64%
72%
77%
75%
72%
83%
82%
78%

-0.71
-0.42
-0.07
-0.04
-0.18
-0.58
-0.49
+0.02
-0.39
-0.25
-0.39
-0.33
-0.36
-0.54

The relationship between the trade’s centrality and PPC can be different from one
trade to another. It highly depends on the trade’s operation type (the type and amount
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Correlation Coefficient (btwn
Centrality and PPC)

of labor, equipment, space, and material) and the workload (number of tasks and
number of weeks attended in the project). For instance, the high level of consistency
level for “Ceiling Tile” trade indicates that it suffered more (compare to other trades)
from the interferences in the jobsite during the project. It might be because the
operations of the ceiling covering cannot be effectively performed when another trade
is working in the same locations (it can be easily interrupted by other trades’ activity).
On the other hand, lower consistency of the “Electrical” trade shows that the
electrical work does not require a lot of space and would suffer less from interference.
Additional analysis was done to find out how the obtained correlation is sensitive
to the workload of the trades. Figure 2 shows the relation between the correlation
coefficient and the average number of tasks performed per week by the trades (#tasks
divided by #weeks attended). Results generally show that the trades with higher
average number of tasks per week (large trades) are less sensitive to the jobsite
interferences. It might be because they have more flexibility (for example move their
workforce from one task to another) to perform their job when they are interrupted by
the other trades. On the other hand, since the number of tasks is very limited for the
smaller trades, they do not have enough flexibility to stay away from the interference
conflicts.
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Figure 2: Relation between the correlation coefficient and the average number of
tasks performed per week
The case by case examination will help the project management team and site
managers to identify the trades suffer more from the jobsite interferences, so they can
focus more managerial efforts on these trades to alleviate the impact. The centrality
value of a trade indicates how much influence it receives from the jobsite social
network. Therefore, the influence of the network on each trade at any time of the
project can be predicted based on the centrality values. Then, proper actions can be
taken by the site managers or trade leaders with regard to those trades under the
strong influence in order to alleviate the impact.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DENSITY AND AVERAGE WEEKLY PPC
(PROJECT LEVEL)
Figure 3 depicts the weekly network density and PPC ratio over the course of the
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project (28 weeks). The network density fluctuates week by week but gradually
increases as we go forward in the project until it reaches its peak in the Month 6
(Week 21 to 24). The density decreases in the last two weeks of the project. This
trend reflects the workload of a typical construction project. The workload is low at
the beginning and then it increases gradually until a few weeks before the project
completion. The PPC ratio, ranged from 53 to 94%, had the average of 75%.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between the network density and weekly PPC of
the project. There is a significant correlation between the network density and weekly
PPC. A correlation coefficient of -0.3 was obtained based on the Kendal Tau
correlation analysis. It can be inferred that a moderate negative correlation exists
between the network density and the PPC. In other words, the less network density
was associated with the higher PPC ratio. It makes sense as the network density
represents the volume of the work performed in each week in the jobsite and the less
value of the density generally refers to the less interference potential. Thus trades face
less interruption in performing their tasks and the PPC increases.
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Figure 3: Weekly network density and PPC ratio over the course of the project
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Figure 4: Relationship between weekly network density and PPC ratio

CONCLUSION
Understanding and addressing the role of jobsite interferences in the project will help
construction site managers to monitor and control them through better planning and
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leadership, consequently increase the jobsite productivity. This paper used SNA to
examine how the interference potentials among the specialty trades are related to their
work plan reliability over the course of the project. It evaluated the Kendall Tau
correlation between the trades’ PPC and centrality ratio in the existing network.
Results showed that the correlation is negative for most of the trades, which means
that higher jobsite interference potential is associated with a lower PPC. A significant
negative correlation obtained between the network density and the project PPC ratio.
The results conform to management practical experience since the more interference
potential in the jobsite increase the chance of conflict occurrence.
The value of this research is that it helps the construction project managers to
understand the impact of jobsite social network, representing interference potentials,
on the work plan reliability through an analytical approach. The process of network
development and centrality analysis was explained step by step, so it can be repeated
in any project based on the existing work plan. Additionally, the research has the
following benefits for the project/construction managers and superintendents:
1) The proposed approach helps the project managers and superintendents to
identify the critical trades (those receive more influences from the jobsite social
network, i.e., more centrality ratio) and the critical time periods (the weeks with the
higher interference potential and complexity, i.e., more density) by quantifying the
jobsite social network characteristics. Thus, they can take proper actions to reduce the
interference potentials. The jobsite social network for each week can be developed
based on the existing work plan of that week before the task execution (in our case,
one week ahead). The centrality value of a trade in that week indicates how much
influence it is going to receive from the network at that particular time period of the
project (in our case, next week). Therefore, the influence of jobsite social network on
each trade at any time of the project can be predicted based on the centrality values in
advance. Then, in order to alleviate the impact, proper actions can be taken by the site
managers or trade leaders with regard to those trades under the strong influence. One
common way is to adjust the planned schedule. Easy application of approach enables
project managers to run the analysis each time they adjust the plan, so they can select
the best alternatives (with the lowest impact on the trades). In some cases where
schedule adjustment is not feasible (like performing tasks on the critical path of the
schedule), project managers can set extra meeting with the leaders of the critical
trades to clarify the difficulties they are going to face and find the best solution to
reduce the interferences/conflicts.
2) Although the applicability of the proposed approach was shown for an ongoing construction project in this study, it can also be used at the preconstruction
stage of the project, i.e., prior to starting the project, where GCs make their work
plan/task schedule. GCs can implement this approach to evaluate the developed work
plan/task schedule with regard to the jobsite interferences. Therefore, they can adjust
the task schedule or modify the work breakdown structure to achieve the schedule
with the least interference potentials.
We acknowledge that there may be other factors, in addition to the trades’
interference, also affect the trades’ work plan reliability in the jobsite; and that makes
the obtained partial correlation between the network characteristics and PPC ratio
more tangible.
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